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Health risk cited as reason for cabins closure
by Ed Manzi
Staff Writer
The University Cabins will be closed
next year because there can be no
positive assurances by any health
authority that there will not be any
long term health risks to the residents
there, said Vice President of Academic
Affairs, Thomas Aceto.
''l think the cabins have served the
university well over the years, but it's
time to put them to rest,' Aceto said.
" The university does not want to
de sub .tandard hou.,ng. It
should be a model community. The
cabins are substandard and do not
represent this model community."
Ross Moriarty, director of
Residential Life, said, "If I could get
Health and Human Services from the
state of Maine to say that there will
never be any risk to students' health, I
would reconsider keeping the cabins
open."
According to a report conducted by
UMO engineer John McCormack on
urea formaldehyde insulation located
in the cabins, most experts agree,
Soil! Niallace swings through the air a.ith the arcalc.i a, In .1 it, 1,11Ihe
e20 Side of campa, 1,,tore, pholiii
including the state, that the health calculated from figures released by the
hazard in places like the cabins is university on the level of
almost negligible, but no experts would formaldehyde in the air at the cabins,
tell the university that the area is it is 133,333 percent less than the
maximum level allowable by law. Heabsolutely rhe 
report
f ea.
also said the question of said there is a low level of carcinogenic
permanent damage from long term asbestos in the ceilings of the library
exposure to urea formaldehyde is that constitutes a danger comparable
unanswered. The state of Maine to that of the cabins, yet the library
currently has no ban on it. remains open.
Mark Puglisi, a cabin's resident said, Chris Bradley, co-president of the
"If they close the cabins because of cabins, said, "First they told us they
urea formaldehyde, they should ban had to close us down because of the
smokers from all the small dormitory sewerage problem, and we worked with
rooms, because there is probably them on allieviating the problem by
more carcinogens in the air there, than offering alternative cost effecient
in the cabins. That's how ridiculous it answers and we thought we had a
h 
solution, but then they said they were
Myron Buck.d' , president of the closing us down because of the urea
cabins, said according to his figures formaldehyde. Itls just a scam."
(see 'cabins' closure' p
1 ecluccItionproject•
gets no fec lera 1 funding
by David Walker
Staff Writer
The federal government has turned
down a project grant application by
UMO's department of Special
Education that would have funded
teacher training for severely
handicapped and gifted students.
Professor of Special Education
William E. Davis, the project director,
said the cuts seriously jeopardize the
teaching positions of half the
department's staff and will have the
most profound effect on graduate
student programs.
"It's a quality program that meets a
lot of needs. We may be losing some
top-notch teachers in the field of
special education. We're doing
everything we can to get the university
to lend support," Davis said.
The department submitted an
application to the Office of Education
in Washington for $259,000 and hoped
to receive at least ars /you° for a
program entitled "training Special
Educations For Rural Areas." UMO
offers the only official graduate
program in special education in Maine.
Davis said he received word Saturday
that the grant had been approved but
not funded.
Now with a staff of five full time
instructors and one part time, the
department will lose, if no other funds
are secured, two full time instructors
and one part time instructor. Davis
said, "There still will be a department
of special education," but that "the
chances of getting federal funding are
zero."
These instructors may be losing their
positions at UMO: Assistant Professor
of Special Education Pamela N.
Schutz; Associate Research Professor
Lenore H. Worcester; and Instructor
in Education Lucille A. Zeph.
Davis said the department is asking
for funds from the State Department
(see 'special education' p2)
Iranian students persecuted by Khomeini
Iran is cutting the funds and
confiscating the passports of
many of its 57,000 students in the
United States, creating "severe
hardship" for students and their
families back home, said one
Iranian student at UMO.
Mohammed (not his real name)
is an engineering student at
UMO. Mohammed said he and
other students have been unable
to get any money from their
parents back home because of
new strict guidelines imposed by
the Khomeini regime and the
general terror now rampant in
Iran .
The 35 point guidelines
prohibit fund transfers to arr.
student who criticizes the
government, does not have an
"official religion," studys any
field of music or dance, and so
on.
Mohammed said Iranian
embassies and cultural centers are
instructed to spy on Iranian
students in the U.S. and Europe
to see if they oppose the regime.
If they do, their funds are cut off
and they can be arrested if they
go back to Iran.
Mohammed knows two
Iranian students who left Boston
to go back to their country, were
arrested at Teheran airport, and
never heard of again.
Official Iranian reports put the
number of executed for crimes
against the Khomeini regime
since last June at 4,000, and the
number imprisioned at 30,000.
Amnesty International is not
allowed to inspect Iranian
prisons. Mohammed, who had
several friends who were
executed, said the government
"is using terror to keep order."
Mohammed said that of the 23
Iranian students at UMO, "75 ro
80 percent of them have had their
funds cut." Besides creating
money problems, fear for their
families and the inability to go
home has created psychological
problems for Iranian students at
UMO, he said. "Not being able
to see their parents for three or
four years has affected a lot of
people's academic perfor-
mance," he said.
The decline of international
attention of Iran has puzzled
Mohammed. He said he cannot
see why so much attention is
being focused on the imposition
of martial law in Poland while
people are being shot in the
streets for demonstrating against
the Iranian government. He also
cannot believe that foreign
countries, particularly the U.S.,
have started to trade with Iran
again. He showed a news report
which said the Pentagon was now
buying Iranian oil again.
"I would like to see an
international boycott on trade
with Iran," Mohammed said.
"On food, on everything. It
would put pressure on the
government and weaken its
support among the people."
(see Iranians' p2)
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Iranians
(cont. from p I)
Most educated Iranians do not
support the Khomeini regime, he said.
but the mass of the population is
uneducated, and deeply religious, and
they support their religious leaders.
Some estimates, however, have put
support for Khomeini down to 25 or 30
percent, he said.
"That's why they keep fighting the
way with Iraq, it was created and
prolonged by the regime to control the
opposition," Mohammed said. "It
keeps the peoples attention diverted
from real domestic troubles and keeps
the army out on the front, instead of
back where it could overthrow the
regime."
An army coup is one of the big fears
of the Iranian government
Mohammed said. "Just last week 60
army officers were executed for anti-
Khomeini activ its "
Committee studies athletic policy
by Naomi Laskey
Staff Writer
An ad hoc committee
appointed by the Council of
Colleges to study athletic policies
at UMO will recommend on
Monday that changes be made in
the present system to insure open
communication with the
university community about
athletic issues. "This major
recommendation came about
with the idea we should provide
for a little bit more faculty input
and open channels with the
university community on athletic
issues," said Paul Harris,
associate professor of Animal
and Veterinary Sciences and
member of the Council of
Colleges ad hoc committee.
"The way ir used to work,
which I have no criticism of, was
that people didn't know how to
take problems to the athletics
board and get them focused
upon," he said.
Changes in the present Athletic
Advisory Board are proposed as:
changing the number of faculty
members on the board to seven,
since there will be seven colleges
UMO next fall; addition of the
Associate Director of Physical
Education and Athletics for
Women: ex oficio (non-voting)
member including one female
and one male coach, said Richard
Bowers, professor of Chemstry
and member of the Council of
Colleges' ad hoc committee.
Harris said, "We need to
identify problems and talk about
them with the advisory board, or
they should report to the Council
of Colleges periodically about
what is going on in the athletic
program overall.
"For example, the (UMaine)
trustees have a plan to get dollars
to pay for athletic scholarships.
We still don't know exactly what
that is. This is the kind of issue
which should be discussed by the
students, administration and
faculty: whether athletics should
be more professional or amateur.
Special Education
(cont. from p It totally a surprise. It's been something
of Education and is now "looking for we've been looking for."
an increased level of commitment from The department of Special
the university, so we don't have to Education has been a part of the
depend on federal funds." Although college of education since 1967. The
federal funds will terminate May 30, department for its programs since 1974
Davis said faculty contracts run until and has awarded 85 full time and 70
August and that he is counting on part time students master's degrees in
contingency funds from the state and special education since then. Davi,
university. to fill the gap. said that 98 percent of the
James F. Doughty, assistant dean department's students have received
for budget and management for thc jobs in their field and 96 percent have
College of Education, said that efforts remained in Maine. A federal law
are being made by the college to find passed in 1977 required all schools to
addirional resources 'rhE ua, not offer Tricia' educarkiii programs.
Cabins' closure
icont. trom p
Formeldehyde. It's rust a scam."
Bradely said the cabineers had even
drawn up a release form that protects
the university from any liability of
potential health risks the cabineers
might sustain in the future, if the
cabins could stay open. "That's how
sure we are that there is no health
problem," he said.
Concerning the types of housing a
universtiy should supply to meet the
needs of students who wish to live in a
variety of "on campus" life styles,
Vice President of Academic .Attairx,
The liaine Campus
staff wishes you a
healthy and
Prosperous
summer.
See you next fall!
I hoinaii Ascio said, "If a student
wanted to live with his girl friend, the
university does not have an obligation
to provide housing. If you want to
have a hippy community, you can have
this life style someplace else. It's not
our obligation to provide a variety of
housing on this campus to suit the
needs of students who want to live a
different life style. They can do that
off-campus."
"The university should not be a
mirror 01 he greater society," he said.
adding. nA should be a reflection of
!hat N
Today's
Weather
Variable cloudiness. High
the mid 70s. Light south wind
Friday night partly cloudy. Lo,
near 50. Saturday partly sunny
High in the 70s.
_Graduates!
u?-1MillerIk co Iton will
-; serve from 2PM on
;!..:,; Graduation Day.
427 MAIN ST..liANGOR
CAMPUS
CRIER
For Sale: Winter poll. it ell-
maintained, spacious home with
large country kitchen, dining
room with fireplace/Greek
tilework, living room with
stenciled ceiling, beautiful
handeliers in dining room and
family room. Attached
barn/garage combination offers
ample parking plus ideal storage
area. Three quarter acre lot. Easy
access to Bangor area.Price
$62,500. Richard S. Bradford.
Inc., ERA Real Estate Brokers,
Orono. 866-5571.
Moving Sale-Rain or shine. Sat..
May 7. 10-4. Desk chair, mat-
tress compact stereo, miscel-
laneous items. II Willow Si. Old
Town
For Rent - spacious brand new
apartment at 33 Mill Si. Close to
Pats and Barstans. w/w
carpeting, furnished, opening
skylights. All utensils and
appliances included.
tE month. Must see. 866-
- : Ask for Sam.
Funi shed apt. for summer. Can
fa 2 comfortably. No penguins
Best offer. Call 866-3785.
Orono - 4 room apartment.
Excellent location. S295/month
includes heat, hot water, nice
yard and some furniture. Call
after 5:00. 866-3248.
Found In University Park:
Male black cat, white nose and
paws. Call the Maine Humane
Society at 942-8902.
For Sale: Mens 24- 10 speed
Free Spirit bicycle. Good condi-
tion. CHEAP!! 581-7760. Ask
for Dave in 211.
Apartment to sublet-summer.
Conveniently between Bangor
and Orono, on bus route. Very
reascnable rent. Call Dave at
942-6287. (Keep trying!).
Summer sublet: Room in Apt.
Full privileges. Rent May 16-
Aug. 30- $195. Mill Si., Orono.
Doug - 866-7959.
Summer Sublet: Room in house,
full privileges. Rent May 16-
Aug. 24 5200. Mill Si. Orono.
Roger 866-3720
Cruise Penobscot Bay
Aboard The Mount Katadin
The largest cruise ship in Mowe
Departures
Departures this Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday. From the
Public Landing in Bangor. (Below the Bangor/Brewer Bridge)
Thursday and Friday (6th & 7th)
Sunset Cruise 6 p.m.-9 p.m.,
D.J. with 50's and 60's music
both nights, $6.00.
Saturday May 8th
9 a.m.-I2 p.m., 1 p.m.-4 p.m., 6
p.m.-9 p.m. (D.J. with Country
Music) $6.00.
Sunday May 9th
10 a.m.-2 p.m. $7.00. 6p.m.-
VIC
9.p.m. $6.00
ocktall and snack liars soadable Re.er,ati..n. 'Seeded,
Terrific sightseeing Cruise!
For more information call 591-8115
lit. katadin CruiNeo..
C
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Career planning office seen as aid to students.
by Nike Harman
Staff Writer
The Office of Career Planning and
Placement at UMO is providing
valuable career information and job
opportunities to students, according to
its director Adrian Sewall.
Sewall said his office is engaged in a
variety of programs to aid students
plan their careers, get work experience
and provide opportunities for them to
talk to prospective employers.
"Career planning has the goal of
raising the level of understanding the
undergraduate students have of the
tyres of employment opportunities
available to them. We try to develop a
rebtionship between their program of
study and the skills they develop in
college through extracurricular activit-
ies and summer jobs.- Sewall said.
To further these goals. Sewall said,
his office runs programs such as
Career Day. where representatives
front over 100 companies such as IBM,
Lowiown
FRIDAY, MAY 7
2:10 p.m. Biochemistry Seminar.
J. Barker, The Jackson
Laboratories: "Anemic Mouse
Mutants: Analysis and Cure of
Molecular Defects." 124
Hitchner.
3 p.m. Anthropology Illustrated
Lecture. Dr. Thomas
McGovern, Hunter College:
"Norse Archaeology:
Adaptation and Extinction in
Norse Greenland." 140 Little.
3:10 p.m. Zoology Seminar.
Egbert Leigh, Jr., Smithsonian
Tropical Research Institute:
"Ecological Studies on Barro
Colorado Island, Panama." 102
Murray.
7 & 9:30 p.m. S.E.A. Movie.
" The Mirror Crack'd." 101 EM.
Admission.
'-': Remember_ :11-aii.
-.. all the nice .o.
things she's
done.
Mother's
Day
May 9
leidh
Remember
her with Flowers
New England Telephone, General
Electric, and other firms speak with
the undergraduates giving students
the opportunity to ask questions about
the qualifications the companies are
locking for, what the work is like, and
what the representatives like and
dislike about their jobs.
Sewall said the career planning also
runs a summer employment program
for students, primarily juniors, which
tries to get jobs for them in areas they
will be interested in when they
graduate.
'This gives them a chance to
sharpen skills, see what they need to
learn, and evaluate their career
choices," Sewall said. "We try to
work closely with the Co-op and Job
Locator Program, sharing information
and facilities with them to make this
employment program a team effort.-
Sewall said the placement program
has a number of services it provides to
students to help them get jobs when
they graduate. "One of the most
important things we do is help
students develop an effective job
search strategy. A majority of
students cannot be placed directly
thtough Career Planning and Place.
ment because they aren't quite sure
what they want to do before they
graduate.
"So we show them how to effectively
hunt for jobs by giving seminars on
resume writing, researching employ-
ers, and interview taking. We have a
computerized guidance system with
different programs for specific areas,"
he said.
"The on-campus recruiting service
that the placement program provides is
the thing that most students know' us
for.- Sewall said. "It's actually a
small part of our whole program but it
is wry important. It gives the students
the opportunity to interview a large
number of companies at no cost."
Sewall said that a survey of last
years graduates revealed that they are
doing very well in the job market. He
said that his office sent questionnaires
to all 2,245 people who graduated with
various degrees from UMO last year.
and 1,064 of them (48.3 percent)
answered the survey.
Of those responding. 775 had been
placed in satisfactory jobs, 159 were
pursuing further study. 17 were
ful.time military, 14 were traveling,
and 6 were homemakers. 58 were
employed but looking for other jobs, 17
had commitments which took them out
of the job market, 3 were CED and hadjobs and only 35. or 3.2 percent, were
unemployed.
"One thing I would like to ment-
ion." said Sewall. "My office doesn't
fold up its tent when summer comes.
We keep in touch with all the seniors
registered with us through our new,-
letter and by contacting them about job
opportunities.''
Seniors!
Today in your last chance
purchase .N -our dinner tickets
to Senior Celebration "82
on Friday May 14. 1982.
Dinner $9.50 per person
( Choice of Steak or Lobster)
plus addmission to concert.
Tickets must be purchased today ( Friday)
on the second floor of the ['nion from 9am • 3pm.
Concert: 12pm to dusk • Open to the public.
Outdoors behind fieldhouse
Featuring: Soundtrac & Buffalo Chip Tea
& Eight to the Bar & The Rick Pinette Band
(formerly Oak)
Tickets $4.00 per person
Comeert Tickets on sale today in the 1 nion or at the gate.
Also get your Senior Celebration '82 T'Shirts for onl:* $5.00.
On sale today in Inion and at the gale
Sponsored by 1982
Senior Council
A Student Government Funded Organization
Student Government Office
Memorial Union UMO 04469
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Opinion
Good-bye
Its that time of year again.
It's time to tie up the ends of yet another semester
and another year. 'This means a lot of moaning and
groaning to most people because the work seems to
pile up more in the spring semester than in the winter
semester. (It must be the warm weather.)
It's a time for good-byes. Friends leave one
another to go their own ways. Some leave for a
summer, others for a lifetime. But no matter how
long you part, the good-byes are sad.
It's a time for graduation. The seniors leave their
mark in UMO history as the class of 1982. They take
the big step into the real world, the working world.
This is also a sad time for many people. Parting with
friends and with a school that has been theirs for four
years is a difficult thing to do.
It's a time for the students returning next fall to
look for summer employment. This may be difficult
as unemployment and inflation rates continue to rise.
It is a time to reflect on the year past-the classes,
the professors, the parties and the good times. It is a
time to remember success and failures.
But it is also a time to look forward to the coming
years, to more successes and failures, to more classes
and professors, and to more parties and good times.
Ii is a time to predict what the coming year has in
store.
'The Maine Campus has been pleased to be a source
of information to you this semester. We hope you all
have a nice, fulfilling, and (hopefully) profitable
summer. Good luck to those of you graduating this
year and good luck to those of you returning next
fall.
See ya next fall.
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The end
is near
The end of the year is always a
bittersweet time.
Everyone is ready for classes
and finals to end and then head
down the road. Last papers are
being typed and final cram
sessions are underway. A week
from today we will all be finished
for the year; bags will be packed
and final toasts made to another
sear gone by.
But it is also a time of sadness.
For those seniors who are
leaving, it is the beginning of a
new era. Like baby birds being
forced from the nest, these
students will get their first real
taste of flying. It will be time to
say good-bye to the warm
confines of the nest in Orono and
move on to bigger and better
thing (aside from a diploma) that
these seniors take away with
them.
For those of us who will be
returning. the task of leaving is a
little bit easier. While we have to
say farewell for the summer, we
still have the underlying security
of knowing that. come
September, we will be back here
again. Our severence from the
soft life of academia is only
temporary.
Yet nearly every person on
,ampus, be they senior.
sophomore or professor, is
looking forward to summer. The
recent advent of spring weather
has whetted our appetites for
everything that summer stands
for: days on the beach, cool
summer evenings and a complete
lack of academic pressure.
Soon enough we will be far
from this campus, our selective
memories recalling all the fun
times we had during the past
year. the Ups:01901g week of
finals will be a dim memory when
compared with everything else
that occured between September
and May.
So brace yourself for the five
days of hell that start this
Monday, and rember that it will
he just for five days. Behind it
are at least three months to
legroup yourself for the rigors
which next year will bring.
Twenty years from now we will
all look back upon out
experiences at UNIO and wonder
how we ever managed to get so
worked up about it all.
Nostalgia, not panic, will be the
way we view other student,'
Ighl WWI finals.
Seven days from today, it ss ci
be "good bye to all that, and
hello summer." May it be a
lime of growing for all of us.
sean I
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EQUAL TIME
The Marne. ( amp.. .rkome, mimi, to the editor enter. should hk
hoe, (hi) word,,,, le,o) and "'Kin& a name and telephone number
Name, gill he githheld on', under sp..iai rumoant.m.
"Anon,morp." and open low,. although
gehlIrrie. will not he publoshed
[he Warne ( ampii
the
right to
edit letter,
Cabineers fed up with administration
To the editor:
All right, I'm tired of being
polite, diplomatic, fair and
honest. If the University
wants to be backstabbing and
conniving, I can be, too.
Everyone of you involved in
the cabins issue-you are One
Pain in the Ass. We, the
Cabineer, hate pursued
sean brodrick
It's all right
This country has a
surplus of people who want
to run other people's lives.
You know the kind I'm
talking about, the people
who outlaw marijuana
because of the ill effects it
has on its users, even
though these same people
see nothing wrong with a
federally subsidized
tobacco industry. The
people who outlaw
abortion, mostly men who
have no idea of what an
unwanted pregnancy can be
like, and therefore drive
poor women and girls to
dangerous "back-ally"
abortions.
The kind of people who
think college students are
too immature to handle
booze and drugs and
(heaven forbid) sexual
realtionships. There's a
committee of the UMO
council of colleges right
now that, among other
things, is trying to find
ways to minimize or
eliminate overnight guests
of the opposite sex in our
dorms. It would be the
comedy story of the year
except that these people are
dead serious.
The kind of people who
think sex outside of
marriage is dirty, unclean
and disgusting, but once
you get that five dollar
marriage certificate, honey,
you jes' let her rip. God
says sex is ok now.
It's the last group that
really concerns me. Hell,
these people aren't even the
hard-liners, some folks
think sex even inside the
sanctity of marriage should
be done in the dark and
quickly, and wash your
hands afterwards. Stick
with the missionary
position too, 'cause 69's
gonna get you a fine,
buddy.
Call them moral
majority, call them holy
rollers, call them whatever
you want, these people
don't enjoy life in general,
particularly see, and they're
out to make sure no one else
does either. They take their
problems of impotence,
frigidity, and unfulfilment,
etc, and figure since they
have these problems
everyone else is in the same
boat. Their minds work
sort of like this:
"Sheeit, you seen them
nude models they got in
them skin magazines? The,
can't be real women, why
my wife is a, ugly as a Mack
truck, all women I know
are. And that "forum"
section with all those wild
stories? Hell, I can't do
that, no one can do that,
it's impossible. Take that
crap off the market, who
needs it?"• Etc, etc, etc.
Many of these folks mix
their version of Christianity
with their public repression
and try to tell us what God
intends for us to do with
our bodies, (hen they try to
make it law! What
audacity! Never mind that
not everyone accepts their
version of what God wants
us to do with our bodies.
Never mind that some folks
commentary
aren't Christian and so
don't feel any need to
harken to his (their) rules at
all. They know what's right
for us and they're going to
enforce it if it kills us!
Think about that the next
time a Tv preacher asks for
your money.
\ 3
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multiple avenues to insure that
the Cabins remain open past
this year. We've checked into
alternative sewer systems,
we've looked into the National
Guard coming in and doing it.
We sat quietly by as you
chased this Urea-
formaldehyde Farce into the
ground. We watched you turn
Cabin 5 into a workshop
which you want abandoned by
the end of the month (Possibly
in preparation for a Razing?)
We've gotten 1500 signatures
on a petition which you
promptly dismissed as being of
no value. You haven't even
written the letter to the Guard
requesting their aid. You
haven't acknowledged that the
insulation is safe, and it's
133,333 percent lower than the
federal sagety limits. And by
the way, I want my flag back
from the police who
confiscated it bet-ore bumstock
and speaking of which, as a
member of the band which
was directly shafted by the
power outage, if it ever comes
out that you had anything to
do with the Cabins getting
their power back 2 hours after
everyone else did, I'll see you
guys in court. Also, if you
want the Cabins painted, do it
yourself. And don't expect us
to pay the $2000 you billed us
for what's undone, or we'll
bill you the $8000 for what we
did.
Sincerely Yours,
Myron Buck
Cabineer
Christianity provides alternative answer
To the editor:
In response to Nick Cusa's
letter of April 22, entitled
"Pornography Venus
erotica;" and to pornography
in general: First of all, I am a
follower of Jesus Christ. this
does not mean that I am anti-
sex, anti-pleasure or anything
of that sort. Quite the
contrary is true. Sex and its
associated pleasure are a gift
from the God who created us.
Sex is a very special and
enjoyable svay of expressing
the love between a married
nan and woman.
Pornography, on the other
sand is a perversion of God's
sift to humans. Pornography
lepicts sex as an act done for
nhysical pleasure's sake only,
tot as part of a larger, more
mportant emotional and
.puitual relationship between
gusband and wife.
Pornography instills in us such
ideas as: marriage and love are
unneeded; 3 or 4 or more in
bed is worth trying; the bigger
and the more often the better;
if it feels good try it;
homosexuality, animals, awl
incest are acceptable for a
change; pain and fear add
pleasure to sex; sex is the main
goal of life; and maybe the
worst result of pornography
lies in the fact that it presents a
very unrealistic view' of sexual
intercourse. First of all many
of the performances depicted
in pornographic materials are
overstated if not impossible.
Secondly things like
impotence, firigidity, venerial
disease, unfulfilment, lack of
desire, lonliness, or other real-
life problems are all but
ignored. Pornography depicts
sex as a performance and
humans as sexual machines.
In reality people are emotional
and spiritual as well as
physical beings.
Most of the above
characteristics of pornography
are either directly against
God's written word (the
Bible) or are obviously
contrary to the context of love
and marriage in which the
Lord intended sex to occur.
"Therefore shall a man leave
his father and his mother, and
shall cleave (hold fast) unto his
wife; and they shall be one
flesh." Genesis 2. "Let thy
fountain be blessed and rejoice
with the wife of thy youth. let
her be as the loving hind and
the pleasant roe; let her breasts
satisfy thee at all times, and be
thou ravished always with her
love." Proverbs 5.
It is quite clear that Mr.
Cusa's attempt to justify: I)
pornography; 2)
"unrestrained and unselective
sex;" and 3) what appeared to
be Sado-masochism, on the
grounds of christianity does
not hold much water when one
looks at the truth of Christ.
Mr. Cusa's view of
Christianity itself is rather
unusual and distorted. Before
I finish I must remind the
readers of this, that
Christianity is not a system of
rules but actually a
relationship with the living
God who created us. If you
wish to know more about
Christianity and the answer
it offers, see me, contact a
member of one of the
Christian groups on campus
(I.V.C.F. or Navigators), or
find a Bible and see what God
has to say.
Gary Crocker
Cumberland Hall
581-7997
WASHINGTON I APl• President
Reagan. declaring he wants to "rest-
ore our freedom our Constitution was
always meant to protect," called
Thusday for an amendment to allow
voluntary group • prayer in public
No one must ever be forced or
meted or pressured to take part in
any religious exercise, but neither
shctid the government forbid religious
practice." the president told a gather-
ing of religious leaders during a
ceremony in the Rose Garden.
The amendment we'll propose will
restore the nght to pray."
Reagan did not say precisely what
large he believed such an amend-
mert should contain, but he said a
specific proposal would be submitted
to Cmgress soon. And he asked his
auckence. which included Moral Maj-
ority. leader Jerry Falwell. to help work
for tie measure.
'Changing the Constitution is a
mammoth task." said Reagan speak-
ing frorn a podium under a hot sun. It
should never be easy, but in this case 1
belive we can restore a freedom that
our Constitution was ahvays meant to
protect...
Tie president said religious values
weir "deeply embedded in our
natimal character: adding, "our
courtry embraces those principles by
desgn and we abandon them at our
perk
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World News
Two British fighter planes downed
LCNDON (API- Two Sea Harrier 11w Defense Ministry first called the
fighter jets from Britain's Falklands
fleet disappeared in bad weather in the
South Atlantic war with Argentina. the
Dense Ministry' reported.
British news agency Press
Assxiation said the two vertical-take
off jets from the Royal Navy's task
forte "disappeared off the radar
scorns while patrolling inside the war
zone
reput "pure speculation," but later
confirmed it. Press Association said
the two pilots have been listed as
pre:timed dead and relatives have
been notified.
The planes were the first reported
losa,s for the British force since
Tuesday, when an Argentine missile
dennlished the British destroyer HMS
Sheffield and at least one British
Hazier was shot down.
Attorney General claims
anti-busing constitutional
WASHINGTON (API- Attorney Gen-
eral William French Smith said
Thirsday that an anti-school busing
measure before Congress is constitut-
ional and that his department could
defend the constitutionality of a bill
denying the Supreme Court jurisdict-
ion over voluntary prayer in public
schcols.
Eid Smith also said Congress does
not have unlimited authority over what
cases the high court can hear.
Smith's opinions, coming after a
long silence on the issues, came in two
lettrs to congressional committee
charmen. He has been under
pre:sure since the Reagan administrat-
ion assumed office to take position on
dozens of bills, most submitted by.
coreervative Republicans, to limit the
power of the federal courts to rule on
such controversial social issues as
busing. school prayer and abortion.
Smith wrote the House Judiciary
Comnittee chairman. Rep. Peter W.
Rodeo, D-N.J., that a Senate-passed
verion of the 1982 Justice Department
autiorization bill contains constitut-
ional limitations on the power of
federal courts to order school busing
and on the power of the Justice
Depirmtent to seek busing as a
remedy in school integration cases.
In a letter to the Senate Judiciary
Committee chairman. Sen. Strom
Thumiond. R-S.C.. Smith disagreed
with some of the administration's most
conrervative supporters who have
argued that Article Ill of the Constitut-
im gives the Congress unlimited
authority to remove the Supreme
Coirt's appellate jurisdiction from any
case
Snith told Thurmond, however, that
the • •responsibility could and would—
defend the constitutionality of a bill
inrcduced in the Senate that would
present the Supreme Court from ruling
on any state regulation of voluntary
prayers in public schools and public
buildings.
Nevertheless. Smith said that as a
mater of policy he would be concerned
about withdrawing a whole class of
cases from the Supreme Court.
Reagan presents alternate budget
Reagan supports voluntary prayer
'Yet in recent years, well-meaning
Americans, in the name of freeddom,
have taken a freedom away. For the
sake of religious tolerance they have
fortaiden religious practice in our
pubic classrooms:' he said.
'No one will ever convince me that a
mornen of voluntary prayer will harm
a did or threaten a school or state.
Buil think it can strengthen our faith
in atreator who alone has the power to
blew America," he added.
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WASHINGTON (AP)- President
Reagan, his original budget plan in
shreds. challenged Democrats on
Thusday to back an alternative shaped
by Senate Republicans which calls for
S9Sbillion in new taxes and $40 billion
in Sinai Security cuts over three years.
Reagan. at a White House session
with reporters, insisted that the new
plan will "continue to protect" the
bast benefits of Social Security
rectients in the Senate plan.
He added that the outline approved
Wednesday by the GOP-controlled
Sense Budget Committee, after talks
between White House officials said
Repiblican leaders, will "put our
courtry firmly on the road to economic
prosperity" if congressional Democ-
rats cooperate.
Tie Republican compromise was
reached after the panel unanimously
scuttled Reagan's original budget, in
which Reagan promised virtually no
new taxes.
Tie new plan would appear to set
the stage for a repeat of last year's
partisan battle over spending and
taxes.
Bit "It will be rather difficult for
them Democrats to explain how they
did not want to be a party to a plan that
was going to reduce the three-year
defeit by $.416 billion.** Reagan said.
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
Jr., D-Mass.. said it "provides for
waiving defense expenditures and
fails to correct the inequities and
excesses of the Reagan-Kemp-Roth tax
bill. At the same time, it proposes
deep cuts in Social Security and other
vital programs."
Earlier. Senate Democratic leader
Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia said
the compromise plan amounted to
"mcrtgaging the economic future of
the elderly of this country,. to finance
the economic folly of the Kemp-Roth
tax scheme— of across-the-board tax
rate cuts.
Reagan. however, said the new
spending outline would "bring down
the growth in federal spending...lt
should reassure financial markets by
sharply reducing projected deficits in
the years beyond. It will preserve our
comninnent to a stronger defense.
MAKE $12,200
FOR COLLEGE WHILE YOU'RE
GOING TO COLLEGE.
GiVC your local Army Reserve unit a weekend
a month and a couple of summers during college,
and theyllgive you over $12,000 kw ct illege. p t(,
14,000 in college aid is yours just for joining most
units. Plus over $2,200 for two summer training
periods. And another $6.000 IOr serving a week-
end a month plus two weeks a year. Interested'
Call your local Army Reserve recruiter at
or '-top by.
ARMY RESERVE.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
Federal Building, Room 241
202 Harlow Street
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British to continue military actions r
(API- Britain today vowed to cont- Sane 360 Argentines were believed
inue military activities to regain the kilkd Sunday when a British submar-
Faliand Islands while accepting U.N. inesunk the cruiser General Belgrano,
propxsals as a framework for future and about 30 Britains were believed
talks An Argentine Foreign Ministry killed Tuesday when the British
soure said the British position ruled destoyer Sheffield was set aflames by
out a diplomatic solution fir thc a nissile fired from an Argentine
arplane.
Penne Minister Margaret Thatcher No new fighting was reported today,
toldthe House of Commons in London and President Reagan, asked in
that Britain accepted U.N. Secretary- Washington whether he thought the
General Javier Perez de Cuellar's conflict could escalate to include the
proposals for settling the conflict as a United States and the Soviet Union.
"franework" for future talks, but said replied, "I do not. frankly. I do not see
Britain will "continue with our military the danger of this escalating to that
activities.'' extent.''
Publicly funded project questioned
AUGUSTA, MAINE (AP)- A New In its suit, Common Cause contends
York state economist who has resear- that it is unconstitutional to use tax
ched publicly funded projects around dollars to help finance a business
the nation testified Thursday that he venture by a profit-making firm, such
knows of no financial agreement like as Bath Iron Works' expansion into
the one between the State of Maine, Portland, without any requirement for
the City of Portland and Bath Iron the public investment to be repaid.
"I am not aware of instances of thatorks.
type of economic-development policy
by local or state governments," said
Vaughan, under questioning by Com-
mon Cause Executive Director Joseph
Steinberger, who was serving as the
group's law yer
Roger Vaughan. deputy director of
desdopinent and planning for Ness
York state, was called to the stand by
Marie Common Cause, in a Superior
Court hearing on its lawsuit against the
state.
CMP transformer leaks chemical
AWUSTA. MAINE (API- About 85
gallons of oil containing toxic polychl-
orinated biphenyls. or PCBs. leaked
from a Central Maine Power Co.
transformer and may have entered a
Bond Brook tributary in Augusta. the
Department of Environmental Protect-
ion reported Thursday.
A CMP vice president said the
conirntration of PCBs was consider-
ably below what is considered danger-
ous, however, and described the
incident as "not a tremendously big
thing."
Dr PCB-laden oil leaked from one
of many transformers stored at CMP's
property on Old Winthrop Road and
entered a drainage ditch that dischar-
ges into the tributary, said Richard
Baker, field services director of the
DEP% Oil and Hazardous Materials
Control Bureau.
PCBs. described by the DEP as
"extremely persistent" toxic chemic-
al s.were once widely used as a coolant
in transformers. Their manufacture
has been banned for years, but
residues of the material are common in
transformer oils. Baker said in a
prepared statement.
Ncrin Temple, CM P' s vice president
for legislative and public affairs, said
CMP promptly reported the leak when
it was discovered last week. A
snowplow accidentally nicked the
transiormer during the blizzard in
early April and the leak had melted. he
said.
Temple said absorbent blankets
were used to soak up the liquid. and
CMP had water and soil samples
analyzed by an independent lab. He
said a Portland firm Friday will begin
excavating the contaminated soil and
ship it in barrels to a registered
dispasal site.
DH' staff workers. who are invest-
igating. also are collecting water and
sedinent samples to determine the
extent of contamination.
News Briefs
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
laser-light treatment for a leading
cause of blindness is so effective
that eye doctors are being urged
to adopt it right away to save
possibly 13,000 Americans from
losing their sight in the next year,
the National Eye Institute said
Thursday.
AUGUSTA, Me. (AP) - Gov.
Joseph E. Brennan on Thursday
instructed Maine lawmakers to
assemble for a special session in
one week, to consider funding for
a new contract that will give
10,000 state workers an. average
pay raise of 15.7 percent.
NEW YORK (AP) - Sedative,
commonly given to children to
prepare them for CAT scans can
cause serious adverse reactions,
according to a new study.
Doctors in Boston who
monitored 106 infants and
children who had received such
medication found that 13
suffered harmful reactions.
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
senior FBI official told congress
Thursday that for at least the past
year the FBI has gotten no
criminal cases from a Commerce
Department unit charged with
monitoring compliance with
U.SD. export controls on
sensitive technology.
e PERSONALS on:zor) 11
To the people 01 Nu Tau Gamma.
Gamma Sig, APO, Cumberland,
especially die quad. The Delta. Jackie
Bee, Den, Uncle Pete, face, gatorade, the
Barbie molester, Becky. Joe Sentor
mouse on, thanks to all of you that made
this such a special yew, you are all the
balls! Never forger the Great White
North, the beach parties, surprise
parties. New 'fears. EMMRRA, bablikas.
Portland. Rocky Horror, Paperama, Ole
Formal, silver limosmes, cocktails by the
pool, 3 East Cumbie trips, cookie monster
runs. the pen, Fawn Leiboivio. Ralph the
Dog, hit singles, air guitar, the twilight
zone, celebrity doubles. Bruno R I P
preppy man hooch tugs, working for the
weekend, making the apologv J Geils
Rick Pine.< Psych up for summer'
Senior bash. Reunion weekend, road
trips Connecticut isn't too far away, and
long distance is the next best thing to
being there' Thanks for the IIIMICHICS.
tm so glad we had this time together.
won't you be my neighbor she's a No
Tau gamma girl, the kind you want to
date your brother Sue, we ate there
Coots to the max Dent, soul be a
stranger, I wow° buckets Ti. everyone
eke, write, call, keep in touch Italie that
however you want I Psych up for two
more arcwome years, photo booth, and
all being legal Don't cry buckets' 1
wuvoo all! The Landshark P.S Alf
Canada you hostbags, rake it easy you
quee-yahs! fall semester b lust 112 days
away! X\00! We'll miss eating R.A,R.!
TO HARVEY: Tuesday and Thursday
afternoons won't be the same without
you. Lose. EH -95's,
To the seniors at the mane Campus. Jo,
Andy, Joe, Al. Nancy, Sean,Dave. Robin
and Sue, Good Luck in the real world
Miss you all and lose ya too, the maim
Campus Crew
Swampy,
1 still want you to know that you're a
loser, a faggot, a meesh. a scumbag and a
sh head, despite being a senior Most
athlettc, most liked, HA! But want you
to know Out thud 11001 Chadbourne
loves you, espectally your roommate
(Walls), who thinks the world of you.
gpod Luck.
Ken
P S Swamps real name is Doug
Marsh'!' There''!
Summer '82 Summer 412 Summer '82
Campus Work Study Positions! 
Are you one of the fortunate students to receive
summer work study? If so, we want to talk with you!
Who - The Admissions Department (581-7568)
Where. Alumni Hall
Positions - Two openings
Type of work. Clerical and Campus tour guide!
June, July, August, full time and/or part time will
be considered • We need help!!
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Sports
Softball team looking for first title
by Ken Waltz
Staf Writer
'This looks to be our year.' said
UMO woolen's softball Coach Janet
Anctrson at the beginning of the
anent season, and if the 12-5 record
overall and the 8-0 in the slate mark
say anything about this year's Black
Bea squad, this may not be far from
de truth.
Anderson was referring to the
chinces of her team in this year's
MALAW tournament which will be
held at Colby College this Saturday.
The Bears have been the state
runrer-up for the first four years of the
team's existence. Last year the team
was downed by St. Joseph's College.
Anderson says she expects St.
Joseph's to again give the Bears a run
for their money, but pointed out that
herteam finally has the experience and
depth to take it all. "We have been
playing very well both offensively and
Maim, el, she said.
The Bears are currently ranked
lumber one in the state, with an 8-0
mark, but this could change in their
doubleheader against St. Joseph's
played yesterday in North Windham.
Many players have contributed to
dr most successful season thus far for
de team but none of them more than
jinior pitching ace Sherri Denis. Denis
holds an impressive 6-0 record and an
incedible 0.58 ERA. This is quite a
feat considering she sat out three
wets with terdinitis in her pitching
Maine St. Joseph's
9 4
16 2
shoulder.
Freshman pitcher Claire Belie has
alsolooked very good this season with
a record of 4-2 and pounded the ball all
year Nary Szostak, a sophomore, also
won three big games this season
news analysis cavenaugh kelly
Where is the athletic
program at BCC?
In 19-6, the Bangor
Community College sports
program had two full-time
physical education instructors, a
part-time female assistant, a
coach supported basketball
program and a baseball program.
Then UMO athletic director
Harold Westerman cut the
budget, axing the basketball
coach, baseball program, the
female assistant and one full-time
instructor. All that was left was a
dual athletic director-instructor
and a basketball program. The
end result was that the two-year
BCC student, who is ineligible to
compete in UMO varsity sports,
has nothing left but intramural
programs and a basketball
program.
Why did Harold Westerman
literally wipe out the BCC
athletic department and why
hasn't anything been done about
it?
First and foremost, 1976 was
the time of former Governor
Longley's extensive budget cuts.
At the same time, BCC merged
with UMO putting both athletic
department, under one budget.
So. when Westerman was faced
with the reality of having to make
cuts somewhere. Instead of
making substancial slices in
UMO's major sports he turned
towards BCC and its programs.
Commenting on BCC's current
situation, Harold Westerman
said, "In order for BCC to have
more sports programs they have
to submit a request and then
convince me that the program is
solid and the money is needed. If
they do this they will get the
funds for more programs. They
haven't asked for more funds."
The obvious question is why
BCC submitted a request
for more sports? "When Mr.
Westerman first cut the BCC
sports programs back in 1976 he
told me that in order for UMO to
have more programs they would
have to show the potential cf
supporting one. And the place
for them to show this potential
would be through student
government supported club
sports (club sports are student
supported programs open to
BCC and UMO students)," said
bob Wallace, BCC athletic
director.
"In my opinion the BCC clubs
haven't shown the potential for
future programs," said Wallace.
"The current clubs they have are
made up of mostly UMO
students who live at BCC ar.d if
they made them into teams the
UMO students would be
ineligible, hence, the clubs
wouldn't have the potential.
Also there's the problem of
finding equal competition. When
I ran the baseball club a few sears
(cont. on p
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Softball Ware prepares for upcoming
Saturday. (Ferazei photol
Ste Lenio, a junior from Millinocket,
Maine, has also helped the team with
her fine play in centerfield and by
hitting .444 with a homerun.
Saior co-captains Ethel Macklin
andCathy Woodhams also played well.
Akhough their averages weren't as
higha_s expected, their leadership and
defense were outstanding.
Catcher Cindy Richards also impres-
sod many by hittine at.a .385 clin with
a homerun in Maine's valiant come
Iran behind loss to Vermont Wednes-
6:4
4% 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ...I 6'1 6'1 4 4
slate lourhaMeal held al Colby College
day. Senior thirdbaseman- Janet
Hokin also played very well defens-
ively for the Bears.
Anderson says that she reels the
team is ready and should take the state
tide this year. "Our attitude and
desire is just great right now." she
sad. "I just feel we're going to take
It,'
If Anderson's feelings do come
true, and the Bears do win the title, it
will be a dream come true after three
yiats of being number Ova.
Have one - two or three on us!
Free Pepsi
with your
Napoli Pizza
10" - 1 Free Pepsi
14" - 2 Free Pepsi
17" - 3 Free Pepsi
19" - 3 Free Pepsi
* On delivery please specify special. gs
Offer good til 5-10-82 with this coupon 36
- sorry no other coupons please.
866 - 5505
Summer hours to begin
May 16, 1982 open Wed - ZZA
Sun 4:30 - 10:30 closed Mon & Tues
Hare a Good Summer!!
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Bears win fifteenth straight, down Monks 13-6
Senior baseball plasers pose for final home game. From left to right, Ed
Pickett. 10M Mahan, Mark Sutton and Pete Adams. (Stores photo)
Athletics at BCC
(cont. from p 8)
ago we had trouble finding two-
year schools to play," he said.
"In my opinion, I feel the club
sports are an adequate
alternative. With the clubs,
everybody can play instead of
just the BCC students (UMO
students would be ineligible to
participate in BCC programs)."
Realistically though, are the
club sports an adequate
alternative? First off, there is
currently only one club sport at
BCC, the soccer team. And, if
the club sports are being
dominated by UMO students,
what purpose are they serving for
BCC students? Also, there is the
fact of the many problems the
clubs' sports have had in trying to
Realistically though, are the
club sports an adequate
alternative? First off, there is
currently only one club sport at
BCC, the soccer team. And, if
the club sports are being
dominated by UMO students,
what purpose are they serving for
BCC students? Also, there is the
fact of the many problems the
clubs' sports have had in trying to
exist. The soccer, team, for
example, couldn't get any funds
for a fall team, so there wasn't
one. The BCC student senate
merged with UMO's and the new
senate didn't convene on BCC
affairs again until Ocotober.
There's also the problem of
scheduling. "Nobody wants to
play you because you're a club
and nobody will let you into their
conference or playoff, if you're a
club," said soccer coach Ishmuhl
Advul,
Finally, and most importantly,
there is the question of what
Wallace (or Westerman?) exactly
means by "potential." Take the
soccer team of two years ago for
example. UMO student
Ishmuhm Adyuk had a thriving
program of some 30-plus guys
ready to play, only he couldn't
get any funds, isn't that
potential? "I know that BCC has
the potential for a team," said
soccer coach Ishmuhl. As for
Wallace's claim that once Ishmul
leaves, the program will die.
"No, i feel that if they had a field
(the club has nothing to play on),
a coach and a program that it
would definitely work." ishmuhl
said, "There are plenty of two
year schools to play and I'm sure
we could get into a local small
college conference." Ishmuhl
added that he'd even coach the
team.
Overall, it comes down to
exactly what AD Bob wallce
means by "potential." How
much does BCC have to show?
And so the fact remains that
BCC student, who pays just as
much money as the UMO
student, doesn't get half of what
his counter part up to UMO has
and doesn't even have half of
what he had five years ago. And,
for the forseeable future. BCC
will have nothing more.
Hare a great
SUMMer
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by Nancy Storey
Staff Writer
The UMO baseball made it 15 wins
in arow Thursday as the Black Bears
waled over the Monks of St. Joseph's
13-6 in the last regular season home
game ct the season.
Freshman Ernie Webster was sens-
ational on the mound for Maine,
striking out the order in the top of the
ninth Iota total of 12 strike outs to just
arm walks. Webster pitched 5 2/3
innings in relief, coming in for senior
Tom Mahan who was having control
prat ems.
'1 was pleased with the way Ernie
pitdied,' Coach John Winkin said.
"He did a good job for us. I was also
pleased that some of the other players
gra some experience."
Maine took a 5-0 lead in the first
uning and kept building it as Winkin
subsituted so nearly everyone on the
ben& got some time.
Kevin Bernier started things off for
the Black Bears in the first, with a
wak Jeff Paul then got a base hit
thrcugh short stop and both were
knocked in off a Brad Colton double to
center.
Tcm Vanidestine brought Colton
aroind with a base hit to center and
soared himself when Mark Sutton hit
another to center. Rick Lashua, who
had walked, ended the scoring of the
ening when he was knocked in by a
base hit by Ed Hackett.
Maine added another run in the
veered when Ed "Poochie— Pickett
douti ed. was advanced on a sacrifice
by Vanidestine and scored on another
sacifice. this one by Peter Adams.
St Joseph's finally got on the
scoeboard in the third inning when
they picked up three runs off two
doulies, a walk and a base hit.
There was no scoring again until the
fifth when Adams reached third on a
base hit and Lashua drove his fifth
horre run of the season over the
right-center fence at nearly 400 feet.
Maine then added two more runs,
mating it 8-3.
St. Joseph's rallied again in the
snit, coming up with three unearned
runs off Webster on two hits and two
erras. The two hits were the only ones
Welster allowed in the game as he
batted every batter.
Webster was happy at the way he
pit,.hed. especially since he
hasn't pitched since April 26. "My
arm felt great...it's over rested but it
felt good. I lost a little control on the
14off, but I was happy with the strike
The Westbrook native now has a 3-1
reccrd.
The Black Beas will wind up their
region season this weekend as they
navel to Northeastern today for a 4
p.m. game and then go to Boston
Cciege Sunday.
Then it's on to the ECAC playoffs in
Rhale Island as the Black Bears
anernpt to qualify for the NCAA
regionals, which could be held at
UMQ depending on the success of the
WAIT
Yesterday's win was the 501 career
win for Winkin and the 26th of the
season compared to the Bears' 10
loses.
commentary ernie dark
It was a pleasure to put
in that overtime
relationships established. For
Graduates come and go from on acampus of 12.000 persons.
this university lie the money the relationships gained might
thatis spent on tuition and room by two-thirds of the education.
and board. Four years and Much of my time during the
they're gone. if they are lucky, past two years has been spent
and there's even overtime for dealng with the UMO mens
those who are either ambitious athletic department, and before
heycnd belief or have nothing lie sort to covering school board
eke better to do. and selectmen's meetings.
What does remain with the tune has come to express s, •
gracliates, if not the memories sentiment for the persons , 1 11,.
of calculus formulas and Latin male that department a positive
verbs are recollections of the (cont. on p 10)
L UMS
SPECIAL
CHICKEN TERIYAKI
(Boneless White Meat)
Choice of Potato, Garlic Bread
Plus...All you can eat from otu•
SALAD BAR $4.25
Served Daily
643 Broadway, Bangor
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Mark Sutton ..."There's no better
second baseman around."
This is the last in a four part
series on the seniors on the Maine
baseball team.
by Nancy Storey
Staff Writer
"We're winning, not just for
the sake of winning, but we're
doing it for each other and that's
what it's all about," says Mark
Sutton, second baseman and
captain of the Maine baseball
team.
"We win together and lose
together," he said.
Sutton has been a key factor
in the success of the team this
year. He has come a long way.
since he first started college and
did not even try out for the
baseball team. Now, coach John
Winkin says, "There's no better
second baseman around. He's as
good as there is in the country.
I've never seen anyone in my
coaching days who can handle a
double play better than Sutty,"
and Winkin has been coaching 36
years.
Winkin has been pleased with
Sutton this year esen though he
has had a struggle with the bat.
"But he's overcome that and I'm
glad to see him start to roll a
little," Winkin said.
Sutton has been having a
problem with the bat, but he still
Mark Sutton, a player who doesn't
know the meaning of losing. (Store.
photo)
has come through in a number of
key situations for the Black
Bears. He is batting .239 with 17
runs batted in, II doubles and a
triple. He only needs four
more doubles to tie a season
record set by Kevin Buckley in
1981.
But the important statistics are
in the field. Sutton has 76 put-
outs and 88 infield assists, man).
of which got a number of
different pitchers out of jams.
"A double play is a pitcher's
best friend," pitcher Stu
Lacognata says, "And when
you've got an infield as good as
ours, it takes a lot of pressure off
the pitchers."
Peter Adams, who is the short
stop and has been playing with
Sutton for his college career said,
"With Sutty, the double play is
automatic...it's too easy. If
there's any chance at all at
getting two (outs), we'll get it."
Sutton is respected on and off
the field. To be chosen captain
shows how much his teammates
think of him. Winkin says.
"He's a great, quiet guy, a fine
young man."
And Winkin says he, like all of
the other players on the squad, is
a winner. "There's lots of
winners on the squad. They won
before they ever got here and they
got used to it, which is a way of
transferring desire. And their
attitudes toward each other has
to be an important part of it
(winning)."
Sutton's goal right now is just
to get back to the world series
and win. "I think we can do it
because we want to...for each
other. I'll miss the guys when I
graduate. It all went by so
fast,. it's sad to think I may
never see these guys again," he
says. And nom it's almost over.
Fitness facility
in planning stages
by Paul Cook
Staf Writer
Ile construction of a fitness facility
on what is presently the UMO bike
path is currently in the planning
stages, with the possibility of it being
completed during the coming summer,
The facility, which will consist of five
exercise stations each containing var-
Sus ways to exercise, will be funded
jcintly by UMO and the town of Orono.
Tie five stations will be placed along
thefirst mile and three quarters of the
path and will be available for use by
anycne interested. The course will be
designed to provide an all around
physical workout through calisthenics.
weight training, and running.
Walter Abbott of the education
department, Bruce Locke of the Orono
nairation department, Hilltop Comp.
es Director Scott Anchors and many
mho- members of the university
community have been taking part in
thcplanning. The Hilltop Health Club
and Student Health Advisory Commit-
to., are also invoked.
The cost of the project is estimated
at nearly $8.000 but Abbott said. "We
ate searching now for a package that
will keep the cost of the facility to a
mitinum."
.Abbott also left open the possibility
; cxpansion by saying. "We are
keep ng in mind the idea of making it
handicapped accessible. The money
isn't there now, but it may be later."
Ilr goal of 58.000 is still S5,t
shoo with the only significant contri.
utim being S.I.000 from the Inter-dor-
mitt-, Board
It was a pleasure to
cover the athletic scene
(cont. from p9)
element of this campus through-
oUt the state.
Working with these indivi-
duals has been an immense
plea_sure. whether watching
Skip Chappelle's basketball
team struggle against some of
the nation's giants. or Jack
Bicknell (Ron Rogerson was
after my time) taking an always
underdog team and making it
comretitive. The memories of
Mane-DePaul basketball and
Mane-St. John's in the North
east Regional baseball tourn-
ament held here will remain
sisid I could use the words of
Bksb Hope. but I think it goes
without saying.
As I leave the university, the
athletic department is in a state
of luctuation. Harold Wester-
man the guiding light behind
the Maine program for the past
15 sears, is retiring, and the
seleamn of his successor will
surely mark a turning point in
the overall athletic program.
But who will represent that
turning point?
Much speculatin has centered
around Chappelle and Winkin.
but both have indicated they do
not want the full-time position.
Both however. have credentials
that would surely help the new
athletic director get off to a good
start, and this is important in
keeling continuity in the de-
partment's activities. Chappelle
is a 13-year head coach who
dnows the ins and outs ot
recruiting and scheduling a-
gainst big-time competition in
cmeof the NCAA's most prest-
igicas sports, in addition to his
micas head golf goach. Winkin
is a former athletic director (at
Colts') who also understands the
inner workings of an athletic
deotrtment. from the schedul-
ing of tournaments in California
to making preparations for the
Coltge World Series. (Go
Bean!)
it is said that a boss is only as
good as his underlings. and Ir
the case of the UMO athl,.••
department, nothing is •
nue. The selection com '1 ,
.110 will name Westerman -,
successor would do well t,
consilt with all universit,
cradles. especially Chappelle
and Winkin. who as veteran,
know what makes the depart
inert ever
-competitive in Disi-
1 athletics.
I don't want to come back in a
coupe of years and find things
any different. I must its
something here. I put in that
°verb me .
Sports writers
needed for
next semester.
The Maine Campus
is looking for
energetic, enthusiastic
people to:
deliver papers
write sports news
and feature stories
— sell classified ads
— do production work
do cartoons
(strip and editorial)
These are paid positions
available next semester.
It interested please contact
Kathy McLaughlin, in the bas.ement
of Lord Hall. Phone 581-7531.
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To Brian C (Pops).
Thanks for going us a great first
year. We our you quire a bit for
the fators you hate done. Good
luck in Medical Syhool 4-West
Penobscot Zoo. 
Laurie, Thanks for a wondertul
year. I lose you. JI111
Good luck to all the graduating
brothers and hole sisters of Alpha
Gamma Rho, especially to Kenny
and Linda! Good luck ro you
NI J., you're one in a million, next
year .011.1 be the same without
you. Thanks to second floor for
adopting me! Cindy, 105 will neter
be the same! Get psyched for
parties. Indiana, talking bears and
lots more! Oh yeah, Happy B-day
Cindy!
Dave, (R.B.A.)
Thanks for making me see the
light. Without you and Don, a lot
of people, including myself. would
hate been left behind. Thanks for
a great year and hate a good
summer- eten if ir is in the
cemetery! P.S. Why don't you
..i.c tins paper! Glenn
.,c1(Geek)
been real! The world's been
waning tor a true challenge- go get
'em! Gonna miss ya! Craiger and
Szos
Rick Kerr in,
Congratulations on becoming a
0.0 president. an S A.A. and a
B.A. all at the tame time! Good
luck next year and have a great
iummer. Shill we rice find our if he
t .'tie? Glenn
u too can join the
S P.C.L.R.8wirli or without a 1-
shirt) Contact B.F.N. Eisen. Had
To Ron- The Pig Abuser, ('husk.
The Innocent one, Tony- The
!melee', Ken- The Alcoholic (alias
Mar Tail, Fred- The SAM
Phantom Alarmer, and Andy- the
%fidget..
0.1ii you guys- The Number One
pranksters are *wing to tou
because we know that you•se had
enough and are going boo•hiso
Ben [hough you may be sad and
blue,
Sorry, but we still hate a prank or
two
It could be small or It could be big
For Ron it might hate soniething
to do with a plg
fony beware of that ram, that',
really a duck.
And Chuck, you're tusi going to
base to depend on luck.
For Andy and Fred who list in
room 204.
you had better watch out, and you
had better leak your door
And Ken, you should be quick. Sue
mean REALLY make haste.
because you nese, can tell what
may Int ade you toothpaste.
Now that we hate warned you and
you think you might be deter..
Don't do anything stupid because
we'll be on the warpath forever
Our bag sri tricks you will
definatelt remember
Linn! you See OUT lately faces in
the month of September.
me and hisses
The "Shorr.theeters"
P.S Hate a great summer! We'll
miss ou'
thank you Diane and Bill. Peter
and Dick, Stacy and Dave, Jay and
Dan. Linda and Kim, Dana and
Date. Sand, and second floor, and
of ,oursc for making this a
`II all. Cindy •
Thank. sl Len PrIte
lose ou' Corbett
Melon and Vic. the best R A's
anyone could ever have! Thanks
for being such good friends and
purling up wrth our rowdiness all
year. We all tote you and we'll
rnto. NOU yers much' 3rd floor
ti.1. •
ICA Prcoon, Si a...1u.311, made
rt through the year without losing
all your hair! Thanks for a terrtfly
year. I always knew you Were made
to be an R.A.Good luck in all you
do and keep in touch, Bye Bye
UMO , Glenn
MORE
11
• es,ese ".414•041.f ese.AIS/e..e.e Oes•e•eIsheevees.....14see****••
PERSONALS
To S.L.
Happy Annoersary!! We've math:
it through a whole year together,
although the road has been
bumpy, our 10,V has endured. I
hope we ca.. celebrate our second
anniversary together and hate
many more to come. I tote you.
From G.P.
Stan, Hope your birthday was a
super one. Hate a good weekend.
Chuck. 
To the Old Man, Have a nice
summer, 0 TAY? From Buwheat,
Spanky and Stymee. 
Outta Here!!! We're gorizo! It
has been a fast furious four years!
Alfred, Al, Kele, Pete, I don't care
WHAT everybody else says about
you! You're OK!! Don't steal any
more doors or ger plowed ar
Graziano's!! Quit throwing the
bread and milk too!! Grant, get a
car! Kele, get a REAL car! Alfred.
get a Limo.! Allen Greene, ride
your bike! lieu of luck to all you
guys! You sluts!!
Squires
P.S. (ele, Good luck on the 14th!
See you then and on the 2Ist! 
Sigma Chi's,
You guys! Hate a wonderfully. "
Horrable" summer! I'll miss you
lots Billy, but Old Orchard is only
• hours, less with me driving-
maybe 4th of July weekend again
this year?! Take care Love 
you0.
To StIt la Martha. Sandy. Cara,
Tammy. Paula. Dianne, Sarah,
Kath. Lea, Ernie, Bob, Bruce.
EJ, Chest, Stan, Charlie. Dean,
Danny and Terry
Good Luck on finals
Ha, e a great summer
WE WILL MISS YOL ALL!!
Lose, Stacy, Maura, Dn., Jane,
Kim, and Ellen 
TO %/1) KJB Because of you,
school has been quire fun and
enjoyable You hate brought a
great deal of happ et, and lose
smo my life! You mean so much
too ruse!! Bra of luck on your •
finals, I know you will do well le
Came beaucoup VEH P.S
Summer Will be nisi as great at the
last 5 months!' P P thinks you are
super also
3n . Ii 's been great littng with all
you faggots this year Thanks for
all the great times and laughs
We'll nests forger. ('lairol urrh her
caked on make-up, her curly)?)
hair, her guys from Phi Eta. her
worms, panty shrclds, and the
library Pips with her fear ot
spiders, groter, " The man" and
her wise mouth. %oda with her
bible, her sideburns, all of our
clothes and her nasal laugh
Bonnie wish her drawings of naked
men with all the "good parts"
scribbled our, her arrempts at
burping. her"rml" and "Gel
thrs'•'Dawn with her snoring, her
constant drool on our pIllows, her
damn sweat pants. Brutus. the
hard, and her farts I. ebhertz with
her aura crite undies and padded
bras, her mess!, room, and her
"flaming faggots". Irene with her
ettble underwear. her r
mugwump,, and sib Don!t
forget all of our sayrngs: "You S .
E. me", "This is true", "You
touch..." "Cold out?"
"THO"It's been a great year-we'll
remember you guys (meter.
Thanks for everything Lose ya
lots. US
Debbie. Good luck in your traselt
Its dial far off land of Alaska I
hope you find what you are
looking for in life If you do find
any Penguins let me know
Gknord.
Scott, I hope this personal isn't
too lonely this week. Ws been a
great year full of growth and
happiness thank you for
everythtng. Don't forget all the
dinners at the B's D. , Andes
Mints and the sad pours. I hope the
summer will be the best rime yet
for us. It's been a great year and
three months so far. I love you.
Jennifer.
3Snorrh: Thanks for the cakc,
champagne and "Pickles" for my
birthday!!You guys droe me nuts
but 1 love you anyway! Mary
Melon. P.S. I kissed "Pickles" bur
he's still a frog! Oh well! Better
luck next nem!
To Robin the R.A. on ilth floor
Dunn/ Who made this year so
much fun.. You've been a good
friend to all of us here" %VeRE
REALLY GOING TO MISS YOU
NEXT YEAR.' Don't worry 'bout
next year-we'll ttsit, you'll see,
Especially Maura. who'll be on
floor From pizza to bagels.
tacos and ice cream/We sure hit
the party scene!: Don't evewr
forget watching "cutte"from
Hancock Or the Easter bunny at
12 o'clock "When we remember
our freshman year at UMaine...
Fah ho9pcs you'll think of your
sophomore year again/ Don't
worry about leasing Wells and IIS
bunnies 1-1111rop IS new terrnort
for Foo-Foos and tunnies: (you
can help us look-cause you're
already hooked)/ The end is near
and rt's time to say goodbye.. We
know you'll miss us, but please
don't cry. We love you! Cindy,
Dolly, Lynn, Kent, Maria, %Inn.
Phyllis. rah.
Maria. Leslie, Colleen, Sue and
Mim,You guys are super! Thanks
for such a los ely weekend!
YOU'VE MADE MY FIRST
SEMESTER HERE AN
ENJOYABLE ONE. I wish I'd
met you all sooner. Thanks for
sharing the fun times. The
memories will be special. "Campo
Woman" "Shleprock". "Yokel
lodels", or Etelyn. NXA's, pas
out. Kirby. banging in nails,
"What the ''• . popping
ballons, "Chimney Woman, "
"Fingernail Woman", "Handy
Woman", lunch al the den, While
roses and poems, LCLS, and so
much more Thanks for making
the semester worth whik and
going me something to look
forward fir Ha, a great summer
and keep In touyh. I'll real!, miss
you guys! "Nobody has a pal:
friendship But esersday
Robin. Boo sit tusk this summet'
I'll be right by your ode. Lose
alwas, Sir, t'atkaiise
fo all the mutross losers in theta
Rho Cht Whiny, Robbie.
Patricia. Psycho, Radar, Pepsi.
Krtssy -Chtka, and Botts You
chicrstkas are the greatest! Hate a
great summer, and thanks for
making this year a cosmic
experience Don't take any wooden
rrIllIrOiS and eat a mango for me
somettme ibis summer! Line,
Trmmy.
Beal, Have a good summer you
Wdog. Your Roomk.
To Taylah & Dillenedetto: Yes
like Ptua Coladas (and strawberry
datqurrts, and sothern comfort
coolers...). [his is See Yah!! to
two prtme time F.D.A.C.-ers and
fellow M. T. bottle clobbers
RAH. AND HAPPY SUMMER
TO YOU BOTH.
lattish. I side an, going to mi,i
you this summer. I'll be up as soon
as I can. Love you and I'll be back
in your arms real soon. rearm,.
Punkin.
Thud Floor Corbett girls;
It's been a "wild and crazy"
semester! Remember all the laughs
and all the good rites we've had
[his year. We won through a lot
but we made it. Hate a fun
summer and "YA,GE
PSYCHED!" 
Amy & Shari- YOU TWO ARE
TERRIFIC! From "Maker of
Drillbits" to "CS83 on my
notebook", you both have made
classes fun- Keep in touch and
have a great summer!
Signed,"ME" in Speech,
Calculus,&C5I33(whoops!)
Dave, this summer:Play tennis,
Mow Grass, TAKE PICTURES!
Write, Visit. Etc...Sec you in the
fall-My right sidet0h yeah, and my
left side) want In say "Hate a great
summer!"B.A.bl 
Don & Robin-Row else can I
describe you two? You are a
Rion It's going ro be a boring
summer: &literati.., who else can
we car& in those orange positions
all over r he place?! See you this
summer Don, and don't let the
kids butter you up too much!
HAVE A GREAT SUMMER!
Who likes Maine better than any
other Stare, espectally
Massachusetts? Who loves Maine
pontos, espectally those fr. :-
Presque Isle? Who hkcs Rum..
only if it's made in Lew,
Maine? Most of all- who ha, a
strange desire for penguins in
Rubber Canute," Who else could it
he' Yes, it's vou• Glenn Pike'
Hate the itc..
tato,
you! And .1
'Bonjour- Jo
Signed. hr (11
to Jun: nu,:
The best roommate a person could
ever hate, glad I lucked out! Hate
fun in Call forma, and don't forget
Is, went. THANKS FOR THE
MEMORIES. Lot,.
roorme Patti.
To. Co in,Hanli.Mart,Perer,Da
Deto.Bob,Brian. Thanks rot
making this year a year one. All
the partying in the kennels and the
wdd comttsation, we've had Let
the smoke never die otter Si',,
Complex. Your 'atone girl,
thad floor. Diane June, Pa-
Fran, Sac, Mary, and Law', 
A fond farewell to members of he
class of '82. It's been a pro deg,.
know tow A short •'so long.
those of you returning next ta
With etery good strth for the
future. Profesxn Alan Miller,
Jr ,'Bc1.
td1), Gonna miss ya! Have a great
summer,
To Dolly. Roses are red, Vi.-
are blue. Next year you'll list
room 422
To B.O.: Here is is' ha ha ha' Now
you can't retaliate' Signed,
Doodah
The High Noon Club salutes the
final Friday May we all font,
get blown away by the cannons
The Founders- J & I
J.D.- Warch thar magic finger this
summer, and good-luck with 'our
four months of school into two
weeks. Don't B.I.0 me. Amy
Carter
Chuck, Hickste, Rat, Stroutie
Billy, Jay. Sweene, JM.I, Dean.
Chapin., Barr. Dave Tag, Mike-
and the rest. Thanks for the great
nmes this parr year. We'll miss
you Come bask and slot- Lose.
the FIJI Intl< Slit.
12
rim. Thanks for always
understanding and for being you.
Here's to trips to Sam's. blind nil.,
champagne, long talks, and being
AHK. No promises except to
make an effort Love & Kisses.
Brat P.S. I appreciate you.
To MEB.BK, JLW, LLW and
DNL: Thanks for helping rise make
U Mtn this semester I wouldn't
have ver[hou1 you! nLers keep in
touch and look our world here we
I T (PI)
I • my new r.Arr Sisters, Have a
roJe summer and sec you in the
fall. I'm honored to be a part of a
distinguished group like this one
thal sets such high standards for
itself. Have a beer for me
sommtme. Your Sister T whin_
To the 1st flow mirror mcn.
You've been trying all semester
and nothing has happened yet
Your H & L party failed
desperately-you were the one, who
were hammered. All 1 can say ow
a clue and good luck next year.
V • all the luck you can gei
h of prams! D.
ci6 CI I couldn't base made it
wit i-roui you Fang you for
every thing!Ill
Fir the brothers of Phi Alpha
fat4PA f) Thanks for the
wonderful time at the formal tot
what we can remember)
Congratulations to the Queen
Patis and the King Ekvbby who
says grace like nobody else can!
Lots of love A PAT brother
Dear J:Lees hope that this
rrier is better than last lion,
lk1.11 horse, plant. fish and dance
losing person Happy Birthday
Again (for the rmord(! It's almost
been one year and yes, we base
come a king way, k trick) Len's just
hope the steps forward continue to
meced those in icier+, there's so
mans roads torus to travel. Lt.'s
travel together lie happiness)
always. Your sensolve friend.
•' ABE " P.S.Ciood luck on finals!!
I love sou!
fo 4th floor Dunn, Thanks for a
great year. 4th floor is definitely
the Best! Hai, a super summer!
Sot's
Diaper Dan•Best of luck in your
new career! You'll be grtiat M.E.
Pooky Bear I know you wanted to
expose our relationship but you
forgot a few things. What about
thc joy jelly. the broom and the
sticks of butter? What will Porte
Arno- say? Have a good summer
and good luck rsext year withour
me. Will you fund someone else'
NAHA! Glenn
lo...,......aawaaa4waorr.a.•••••oa..,•,a++.*nraaa,e•va,a
earoadraa
The Maine Campus. Friday, May 7, 1981
••••••..a..-•••••••• ••••••••••••
EVEN MORE PERSONALS!
To Alvin Yietirciulh
ChaseRemember Sunday nights,
f -shots. Rod Stewart and
'werkin ' hard" Here's to casual
friends, or isn't that how it goes?
Any was, keep in touch. I'll miss
ya. Remember me when things get
"worse'' Love R. You know?
Julie: You're as good as a
roommate can be. sharing your
clothes, your food, your notes with
me- your books, your cash, bui not
your man ..I'm really glad out
friendship began! LoveMB
Rainy: Mannoba's so far away
that Exxon probably doesn't even
make travel maps for But so,
like, hey, that's life you know what
1 mean ? Enjoy your summer,
don't let any of your swimming
protegees drown you, and take real
good care , oh? Love, HC).
Lee: Even though I get mad at you
sometimes and scream and yell at
you, I still 101, now I'll miss you
nem year. Love. MEG.
Mrs. Wdson: What will I do next
year winnow you to keep my men
starght and rake my calls? Drank,
for merythIng, you've made my
four years here a lot meet Keep In
touch, and oh. yeah, if Rohe.
Redford calh...Love Robin.
To the Sunbunnies of Hart: I had a
hell of a semester with you, Joan
and Slaci, I'm going to MI, you
LAMB CHOPS!
Beth. Looks like we made it'
Without your wouldn't have been
so memorable Good luck rn
everything I love ya, kid R R
Sharon' If only the, knew I really
enrol II. thanks Lose. D
Ron. I'm glad that I had the
clurtee to meet you; these past two
weekends have been special to me
(especially Sigma Nu) I'm only
sorry that things didn't work out
"How about another midnight v.. &
don't forger I/1f plk1111Ie this time
M.L.L Summer school ought to
be real rough. all those tough EdB
courses! 4.0, rmln?Don't fall out
of the canoe I it rle mot.
To our Sentors lanes Hoskin,.
Laufie McDunnah. "Mort"
Richards. and co-cap[mns Cathy
Woodhams and Ethel "Cocky
Senior" Maektrn. You shall be
greatly missed next year- best of
luck in eserythIng 1982 GMO
Women's Softball Team
R I wish I knew enough funny
ihings to car 10 keep you laughing
because your laugh is great' Laura
To the girl, of 1st floor Hancock.
You've all been terrific and fun to
be with. I had a great year because
of you. Love. Nancy.
fo Don, Soren, Phil and yes, Ed'
Thanks for worktng so hard and
putting up wrth me You cerfianly
made my last year at the Crampus
much more enjoyable Good luck
guys! Robin
Char This one's for you. We'll
remember you always,- you're the
bmt! Keep in touch Lae always.
Katrina and Karol
Lim, Pao, Schutt,. Pam, Julie.
Lach, Anne, Deedy, and Jana- you
sisters are the balls and we're
gonna miss ya. Pi Phi lose
always,1649 psyched for 6.30
Sunday!XWe are)
Kai,
Well we survived...Mushroom, It's been
real! Heard you don't lake Brussel
sprouts!! Never forget ND.. D.D.M.,
PM.. and your (fiend and mine, F.F.
What a bunch! STARE MUCH??!!
Kfistie. Sue and Pam—nice motel act ton,
gotta love Me disco dress.. only, where
was yur foursome' Your secret senior
DEVIL!! (sorry about the records)
Romp, Don, Susie - Thanks for the talks
and all the sharing. Have a great summer
and a good life. Love ya! Duff.
AIR, Allay and others... We've both
learned a lot. thanks for the mammories
Be happy and let's try for [he summer
You may never be a framer but you'll
always be a good friend' always, ME'
• 111, • JLIN1 a notch., say I had a blast wok
all you guys this year; thanks for making
n the "best." I'll remember: fhose
vegged-oui times with the "Yoram.'
Vegineg" (Party and Julie) Along with
"Baby Boor (Susan) and April 1.1 when
Mar) hung up my flowered underwear
I'll especially remember all the great limes
with ono to the crudest person, I know.
but art excellent friend. Yes. talking
about you Karen. Those tones at
Hanet.1 Wulf). F/GI (Black eyel.
Gannett dance !That's your ear ?) and
walking back from Delta fan Ivorard or
ot). Thanks so much for your friendshrp
I'm going to miss you act the N1.1111111t1
You guys don't yes our too much
friends former A SI
Eaten land Piggy)
Irs been peal knowing you ariru R A.
but Mote IMp0flant it', been great haying
you as our friend' Good luck in all !ha:
you venture in, we will Miss you Lose
ya, rho girls from 2 South
Bubbles.
It •s certainly been a memorable year-who
catilogge these gems Ban, Manny,*
mournong names, bedboards, Tone flu:
snack attacks, blue blame, "How mans
people did we have re here Ian night?"
intetrUptiOns by weirdo, in Sue aaul
Enrd's roOm, -Zen, you'•e got to find a
way to get to the *Inclose and look at t ho
guy!" Oh, by the way- you have lab from
two to foe Thursday. rIghi'
1013.1 Iris, The "Ha, a Clue- lad! P's
Make up your mind, snettre-me or
Carmen?
Deede, Haven't we had one hell of a yea
Never forget food fights and pies In
face, Labor Day and 12 strange fresh.:
our messy room. the pre- I Gnus pa:'.
and the raffle, basing the wall fall on you
andDennis. the Hat e.a-Clue lounge,
Trans-Canada flights, Siamese mummies.
Eagles. Roller Disco queen, Nu fau
Gamma, Uncle Steve, Denny Bear, being
racquetball jocks, your hand-sired
correlations, Section DD, losing four
security cards. the GWNP, New Year's
Ese In Portland, exec board luncheon at
Carboure, "Play the Game," saran wrap
and handcuffs, my "reputations". the
Loverboy concert that wasn't , SAA,
"Otay, Panky!", ESIMRA. doing 10
mph On ROOM 95, Cuddle Bunny and
Stunt Teddy, guys that are NW, drunken
brothers at 2 a.m.. the roommate game.
"these are the girls of the U.S.A.",
answering the butter in your sleep three
time,, jumping bones, "Worlon' for the
Weekend", our lonousene, and the
awesome Hart formal. You and I made
20? the place lobe at LIMO. Thanks for
all the good times Sou were always there
for me-to laugh and to cry with. Althugh
you play that horrible disco mus., you
are the best roommate a person could met
hope to have. I will miss you terribly next
year You're one In a million, and I lose
you eery much P.S. Who would hair
ihought you would be pinned. and I
ould be the single woman?
Ma cisme sotto.
Kr Ian ou ye? MMen Yes, it has a ramp.
but it also has siairs WO you al the
bottom. A standong 0? When that day
1:0111e, C,C11 I'll got you on< Eat me' Ear
rne' Happy Birthday, borer laic than
never. Can I have my change now? Are
you psyched for summer? Drocon
mares, we can roll our own if we don't
get caught_ Now speculums in "Walk
and roll " Pas granche N155E-NS! La
ya. your younger but larger sister
"Wheels" the Brat
Dear Maryalne, Marv, !And& Dr
and all the rest of my cheering
squad: Thank you for all the
messages you sent me these past
feu months' We sure got some
reaction tor action) from her'
Without your well-placed shoves
and tons of support her defense of
me today would nor have
occuredlatleasi not firma long, long
time), You base my heartfelt
thank. Sue,. They,
An ode 10 20? anJ 215: Viese been cure,
we'Ye been reek. we'se been fast. we've
We've been greek, we've been fast, we':,
not picks! We've been on the make. we',
been scorned by I0,e, and 1 alt. nis Iem
goldfish! Here's •
awesome sophs on .
01 luck with yoan /11
balls even though you need a sumac
about men In thc shower • maybe ,.•
Irie will glee you sonic insight. fit
Delta professional • yoU're Mission '
spiye up Ballentine I'll insss bar
ai Room 222
inteteOctr 1 Oyi 111,1 [IV TIN
to an awesome year as COG
knowing you'll he down the ha,, Vie A .
Mike ii through the third attack want''
Wham can I my to the UK gmeatesi 1-
a WASP could ham? Thanks t.
excellent times, puttmg up troll me
crude pikes, pinks and greens. and
:hipped beef'. All my lose and be, a
for good grades. an 2.K0f11
trogether especially!), and then
year, Say! Psych-up! %Yams! \ •
Tracey, Maryann. Brenda. Laura.
Nicki, Amy, Dottie, & Roberta.
Good Times. FADC Greek Week
number!. Yellowbod, Weetriesda,
11.2's. "Special timer". Big-Lorir
sisters and brothers. "Sits) take
the cake" "The Island", pins, Thy
Castle, Weekends, IT, water
fights, slay.. breakfasts. formals,
pledger.. lime these and all the good
tones we've shared, we're going
miss you. Good-luck. Lose, The
FIJI Little Sisters
